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Research activity in chemical gas sensing is currently directed
towards the search for highly selective (bio)chemical layer
materials, and to the design of arrays consisting of different
partially selective sensors that permit subsequent pattern recognition and multi-component analysis1±3. Simultaneous use of
various transduction platforms has been demonstrated4±6, and
the rapid development of integrated-circuit technology has
facilitated the fabrication of planar chemical sensors7,8 and
sensors based on three-dimensional microelectromechanical
systems9,10. Complementary metal-oxide silicon processes have
previously been used to develop gas sensors based on metal
oxides11 and acoustic-wave-based sensor devices12. Here we combine several of these developments to fabricate a smart single-chip
chemical microsensor system that incorporates three different
transducers (mass-sensitive, capacitive and calorimetric), all of
which rely on sensitive polymeric layers to detect airborne volatile
organic compounds. Full integration of the microelectronic and
micromechanical components on one chip permits control and
monitoring of the sensor functions, and enables on-chip signal
ampli®cation and conditioning that notably improves the overall
sensor performance. The circuitry also includes analog-to-digital
converters, and an on-chip interface to transmit the data to off-chip
recording units. We expect that our approach will provide a basis
for the further development and optimization of gas microsystems.
Physisorption and bulk dissolution of analyte molecules within
the polymer volume constitute the predominant interaction
mechanisms of polymer-based sensors13. The physical properties
of the polymer change on absorption of analytes: in the system we
report here, these changes are detected by three distinct complementary metal-oxide silicon (CMOS) microtransducers (Fig. 1) in
response to fundamentally different molecular properties of the
analytes. One transducer (Fig. 1b) responds to the mass of sorbed
molecules, another responds to the heat of absorption (Fig. 1c), and
the thirdÐthe capacitive sensorÐresponds to a combination of the
volume and dielectric properties of the absorbates convoluted with
changes in these parameters for the sensing layer (Fig. 1a).
The capacitive sensor relies on interdigitated electrode structures,
which correspond to the two plates of a standard capacitor, to
monitor changes of the dielectric coef®cient of the polymer. One
electrode is made of the ®rst metal layer of the CMOS process (E2 in
Fig. 1a), whereas the second electrode is a stack of two metal layers
(E1 in Fig. 1a). This is to enhance the sensitivity of the capacitive
microsystem by increasing the number of electric ®eld lines within
the polymer volume by applying a `three-dimensional' design14. The
dimensions of the capacitor are 800 ´ 800 mm, and its electrode
width and spacing are 1.6 mm. As the nominal capacitance of the
interdigitated capacitor is a few picofarads, and the expected
capacitance changes on absorption of a volatile organic compound
are in the attofarad range, a dedicated on-chip measurement
con®guration and speci®c signal-conditioning circuitry had to be
developed. The sensor response is read out as a differential signal
between a polymer-coated sensing capacitor and a passivated
reference capacitor. A digital output signal is then generated by
comparing the minute loading currents of both capacitors using
fully differential second-order sigma-delta modulator circuitry14.
The ®nal output is a digital word with a precision of 20 bits.
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Figure 2 Diagram of the overall microsystem architecture. It consists of sensors, driving
and signal-conditioning circuitry (sensor front end), analog-to-digital converters, sensor
control and power management unit, and a digital interface.

on the bulk chip. A thermovoltage between the hot and cold
junctions develops, which is proportional to the temperature
difference (in the millikelvin range). The calorimetric sensing
process thus includes four principal steps: (1) absorption of the
analyte and subsequent partitioning, (2) liberation or abstraction of
heat, which causes (3) temperature changes, which are (4) transformed into thermovoltage changes26,27. In contrast to the capacitive
and gravimetric chemical sensors relying on equilibrium signals, the
calorimetric sensor detects only transients, meaning only changes in
the analyte concentration24±27.
The calorimetric sensor system includes two 500 ´ 500 mm dielectric membranes, one of which is coated with the gas-sensitive
polymer, while the other is left uncoated and serves as a reference28.
The sensing and reference thermopiles are connected in parallel to
the input stage of a low-noise, chopper-stabilized, instrumentation
ampli®er on-chip (gain 8,000, bandwidth 500 Hz) to record the
temperature differences between the two membranes. The thermovoltage is translated into a digital signal on-chip using a sigma-delta
analog-to-digital converter and a decimation ®lter.
The overall system chip also includes a temperature sensor,
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Figure 1 Principles of three different types of transducer. a, Microcapacitor sensitive to
changes in dielectric properties (capacitance change, DC, proportional to analyte
concentration change, Dcgas ); b, resonant cantilever sensitive to mass changes
(frequency change, Df, proportional to analyte concentration change, Dcgas ); and
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Within the capacitive sensor, the space containing 95% of the
electric ®eld includes a polymer volume that is within a distance
from the transducer surface of half the periodicity of the electrodes.
For a layer thickness of less than half the periodicity, swelling of the
polymer on analyte absorption always results in a capacitance
increase, regardless of the dielectric constant of the absorbed
analyte. This is due to the increased polymer/analyte volume
within the ®eld-line region exhibiting a larger dielectric constant
than that of the air it displaces. On the other hand, the capacitance
change for a polymer layer thickness larger than half the periodicity
of the electrodes is determined by the ratio of dielectric constants of
analyte and polymer. If the dielectric constant of the polymer is
lower than that of the analyte, the capacitance will be increased, and
if the polymer dielectric constant is larger, the capacitance will be
decreased. This effect has been previously detailed and supported by
simulations15.
The second type of transducer is a micromachined cantilever,
which has been developed in the context of atomic force microscopy16±19 (AFM). Resonating cantilevers are a very promising type
of mass-sensitive chemical sensor20±22, especially if properly cointegrated with circuitry23. The absorption of analyte in the chemically sensitive polymer causes shifts in resonance frequency as a
consequence of changes in the oscillating mass (Fig. 1b). Our
CMOS resonant chemical sensor is based on a 150-mm-long
cantilever, which consists mainly of silicon, with some vapourdeposited oxide and thermal oxide. The different thermal expansion
coef®cients of the silicon and the oxide (bimorph effect) are used to
initiate a cantilever vibration by periodically applying electric pulses
to heating resistors embedded at the cantilever base. The cantilevers
resonate at their fundamental mechanical frequency of 380 kHz
with a quality factor of approximately 1,000 in air. The cantilever
vibration is detected by embedded piezoresistors in a Wheatstonebridge con®guration. An on-chip low-noise fully differential difference ampli®er with a gain of 30 dB ampli®es the output signal of the
Wheatstone bridge. The cantilever acts as the frequency-determining element in a feedback oscillation circuit, which was (for the ®rst
time, to our knowledge) entirely integrated on the chip with a
counter. For more details on the electronics, see ref. 23.
The third transducer is a thermoelectric calorimeter based on the
Seebeck effect , which detects enthalpy changes on absorption (heat
of condensation) or desorption (heat of vaporization) of analyte
molecules in the polymer ®lm24,25 (Fig. 1c). These enthalpy changes
cause temperature variations on thermally insulated micromachined membranes. An array of 256 polysilicon/aluminium
thermocouples connected in series is sandwiched in between the
dielectric membrane layers to record these temperature variations.
Their hot junctions are located on the membrane, the cold junctions

c, microcalorimeter measuring the absorption or desorption heat upon interaction of
organic volatiles with the polymer (thermovoltage, Utherm, proportional to analyte
concentration gradient Dcgas /Dt ).
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Figure 3 Micrograph of the gas microsensor system chip (size, 7 ´ 7 mm). The different
components include: 1, ¯ip-chip frame; 2, reference capacitor; 3, sensing capacitor;
4, calorimetric sensor and reference; 5, temperature sensor; 6, mass-sensitive resonant
cantilever; and 7, digital interface.

because bulk physisorption of volatiles in polymers is strongly
temperature-dependent: a temperature increase of 10 8C decreases
the fraction of absorbed analyte molecules by approximately 50%,
and thus leads to a drastic sensor signal reduction. The operation
temperature must be exactly known to enable quantitative
measurements. The temperature sensor relies on the linear temperature dependence of a bipolar transistor available in the CMOS
process. The voltage is converted to a digital signal using a sigmadelta converter. After calibration, the temperature sensor exhibits an
accuracy of 0.1 K at operation temperatures between 223 and 383 K.
A diagram of the overall microsensor system architecture is
shown in Fig. 2, and a chip micrograph is displayed in Fig. 3. On
the left-hand side of Fig. 2, we have the four different sensors. The
sensor front ends represent all the sensor-speci®c driving circuitry
and signal-conditioning circuitry, as already described in the context of the different transducers. The analog-to-digital conversion is
done on-chip as well. This leads to a high signal-to-noise ratio,
because noisy connections are avoided and a robust digital signal is
generated on-chip and then transmitted to an off-chip data port via
an I2C digital interface (I2C is a communication standard developed
by Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The I2C bus interface
a

offers the additional advantage of having only very few signal lines
(essentially two) for bi-directional communication, and also allows
the operation of multiple chips on the same bus system. An on-chip
digital controller manages the sensor timing and the chip power
budget.
Figure 3 shows the processed and tested single-chip gas sensor
system. The overall chip size is 7 ´ 7 mm. The chip processing steps
include an unaltered 15-mask commercial CMOS process (provided by austriamicrosystems, UnterpremstaÈtten, Austria), followed
by the application of a back-side mask and anisotropic potassium
hydroxide etching of the membrane structures for the calorimetric
sensors and the cantilever. Front-side reactive ion etching is then
applied to release the cantilever from the respective membrane.
Finally, the cantilever, calorimeter and capacitor sensors are coated
with the polymer using an airbrush method. The sensors are located
in the centre of a metal frame, which is used to apply a ¯ip-chip
packaging technique29.
Figure 4 displays simultaneously recorded sensor signals of the
three transducers upon exposure to 1,200 and 3,000 p.p.m. of
ethanol, and 1,000 and 3,000 p.p.m. of toluene, at 301 K. The sensors
were alternately exposed to analyte-loaded gas and pure carrier gas.
The polymeric coating consisted of poly(etherurethane)27, at a
thickness of approximately 4 mm. Figure 4a shows the measured
frequency signals (output of the sigma-delta converter) of the
capacitor. EthanolÐwith a dielectric constant of 24.5, which is
larger than that of poly(etherurethane) (2.9)Ðcauses a capacitance
increase and hence positive frequency shifts, and toluene (with a
dielectric constant of 2.4) causes a capacitance decrease and hence
negative frequency shifts. The limits of detection are 3±5 p.p.m. for
ethanol and 5±8 p.p.m. for toluene.
Figure 4b displays the cantilever response. Ethanol shows rather
low signals as compared to toluene, owing to its lower molecular
mass and its lower enrichment (partitioning) in the polymeric
phase. The extent of physisorption is, to ®rst order, inversely
proportional to the boiling temperature of the analyte (ethanol,
351 K; toluene, 360 K): the lower the boiling temperature, the
less enrichment in the polymer13. Here, the limits of detection are
10±12 p.p.m. for ethanol and 1±2 p.p.m. for toluene, which is
comparable to other mass-sensitive transducers30.
The calorimetric results in Fig. 4c represent a superposition of
already discussed partitioning and heat-budget change due to
analyte ab/desorption. The absorbing analyte liberates heat (predominantly heat of condensation) causing a positive transient signal
(positive peak), whereas the desorbing analyte abstracts vaporization heat from the environment, generating a negative transient
signal (negative peak upon purging, see Fig. 4c). The inset in Fig. 4c
shows the time-resolved response during the ®rst six seconds of
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Figure 4 Sensor signals simultaneously recorded from all three polymer-coated
(poly(etherurethane), PEUT) transducers. The transducers were exposed to 1,200 and
3,000 p.p.m. of ethanol, and 1,000 and 3,000 p.p.m. of toluene, all at 301 K.
a, Frequency shifts (Sigma-Delta converter output) of the capacitor; b, frequency shifts of
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the resonating cantilever; and c, thermovoltage transients of the calorimetric sensor. The
inset in c is an expanded-scale view, showing the development of the calorimetric
transient within 6 s.
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exposure to 3,000 p.p.m.. The condensation/vaporization heat of
ethanol is larger than that of toluene (42.3 compared to 38.0 kJ mol-1
at 298 K) owing to directional interaction in the liquid phase
(compare, for example, water), whereas the polymer partitioning
of toluene is stronger owing to its higher boiling point. The limits of
detection of the calorimetric method are larger than those of the
other transducers (40±50 p.p.m. toluene, 100±150 p.p.m. ethanol).
The signals of all three transducers linearly correlate with analyte
concentration at low concentrations (less than 3% of saturation
vapour pressure at the operating temperature)13. As can be seen
from the considerable variation in the transducer responses upon
gas exposure, different molecular properties or different aspects of
the coating±molecule interaction are measured by the different
transducers. Alcohols, for example, provide comparably low signals
on mass-sensitive transducers owing to their high saturation vapour
pressure and low molecular mass, but provide large signals on
capacitors owing to their large dielectric constant (24.5). Drastic
changes in thermovoltages on the thermopiles are measured for
chlorinated hydrocarbons (not shown here) used, for example, in
cooling sprays, which in turn have a low dielectric constant, thus
showing only small signals on capacitors.
Another powerful feature of the system is that even a zero
response from one of the transducers, if there is a measurable
response from the other two, is a highly informative data point to
help identify the chemical species. To further improve analyte
identi®cation/quanti®cation, an array of microsystem chips
coated with different polymers could be used.
Our monolithic CMOS gas microsystem is intended to identify
organic solvents in transport containers, or to provide information
on workplace safetyÐin, for example, the chemical industry. It will
form part of a hand-held or credit-card-sized detection unit. The
CMOS approach offers substantial advantages, such as full microelectronics compatibility, extremely small size, low power consumption, and production at industrial standards. We expect that further
research and the fast progress of microelectronics development will
improve the device performance in the near future.
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